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Historical and anthropological approaches to conversion in the Andes have often been influenced 
by political attitudes toward the effects of Spanish colonialism, both in the past and in 
contemporary society. The importance of religious conversion in the colonization of the Andean 
region and the crucial place religion has in its culture explain the continued interest in the subject. 
However, conversion has not been explicitly discussed as a conceptual problem. The absence of a 
discussion does not mean that scholars have pursued their research without a prior idea of what is 
conversion, even in the most descriptive of accounts. In reviewing the literature, it is difficult to 
identify proper debates. 
 
Political and ideological issues often interfere in attempts to elucidate this and other concepts. 
Students, academics, and the general public often expect from the historian a straightforward 
statement about Spanish colonialism in the Andes as a whole. Certainly, the acts of invasion, 
different forms of extermination, enslavement, spoliation and the validation of varied systems of 
social discrimination distinctive of colonialism are unacceptable. The assumption that such events 
took place so long ago that they are not worth a discussion, also seems wrong. The uncertainties 
and complexities involving the study of colonialism and the difficulty to explain its subtleties and 
contradictions are frequently met with misunderstanding. I am neither suggesting that we historians 
should entirely dissociate our research from political concerns, nor advising that we should abstain 
from taking part of debates about the political significance of the themes we study. However, 
understanding a historical problem and elucidating the concepts we use that allow comprehension 
require staying alert of the dualisms and quick conclusions politics often steer us to.  
 
The situation I have just described has of course an explanation, and an important one. The deep 
social inequalities and injustices that still mire Andean societies are key issues of concern. 
However, the reasons for today’s tribulations are often solely attributed to Spanish colonialism. 
Issues of identity in a region as culturally diverse as the Andes are also perceived primarily through 
the prism of a simplistic assessment of the colonial past. This interpretation, both uncritically and 
strongly embraced by many, is a sort of popular belief, the attitude with which many Andeans try to 
make sense of a complicated, painful past and a no less troublesome present. Among wide sectors 
of academia the idea of reducing their countries’ present malaises to Spanish colonialism is quite 
extended. While it is true that some of the deepest roots of domination in regions like the Andes 
date back to Spanish colonialism, the suggestion that the present can be chiefly explained by the 
Spanish colonial past has bred a refusal to investigate it in its most nuanced and uncomfortable 
details.1 The oversimplification of history has also delayed or even prevented the shaping of a 
critical approach toward the legacy of Independence from Spain and the following two centuries of 
republican rule. 
 
A study of religious conversion in the early modern Atlantic world published recently in this same 
journal2 discusses the subject as a conceptual problem and examines a range of alternative terms 
to better describe it. Interestingly, no political issues are mentioned in the study. In contrast, and for 
the reasons previously mentioned, historians of the Andes have not dealt with the concept in such 
fashion. Studies of religious conversion contain ideas of what this phenomenon involves, even if 
they are not always expounded. The historical literature shows ideas about conversion are 
manifested in the title of a book or an article, in the methodological approach used, in the selection 
of sources and the perspective taken. A few authors, especially the earliest, were keen to provide 
favorable views of the impact of Spanish rule on Andean culture, while others opted to condemn 
colonialism. Still others have prioritized an analytical approach to the subject, and are cautious 
about making sweeping statements. 
 
This essay studies changing understandings of conversion in Andean historiography. The review of 
the literature goes as far back to the time when conversion was seen as a civilizing endeavor. The 
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essay then discusses the widely accepted ideas of syncretism and resistance to investigate 
conversion, and then moves on to the study of conversion as a crucial theme in Andean cultural 
history and a related viewpoint that sees conversion as world-building. Throughout, the essay 
examines how politics appear to define different approaches to this phenomenon. 
 
From conversion as civilizing endeavor to resistance and syncretism 
 
Studies aiming to cover a wide range of themes involving religious change in the context of 
Spanish colonization appeared within a short time span in the mid-twentieth century. An 
institutional approach was their trademark, something not surprising since the topic, conceived as 
Church History, was dominated by ecclesiastical authors depicting the role of the Catholic Church 
under the most positive of lights. These studies were highly descriptive, relying on an impressive 
repertory of documents, many of them not easily available at the time.3 Authors often published 
substantial collections of the primary sources used, either independently or as complements to 
their works. Although to readers new to Andean historiography these works would give the 
impression of obsolescence, their influence on historians of later generations has been so 
important that it has to be acknowledged. These works often provided a useful chronological 
account and descriptions of the institutions, individuals and legislation laying out the foundations of 
the missionary enterprise, especially from the period immediately following the conquest (1532) up 
to the late seventeenth century. One of the most important works, History of the Church in Peru,4 
suggests that the Catholic Church existed as a supranational institution with a defined profile and a 
plan to be applied in the countries where it set roots. It was a universal community to which 
peoples and nations were gradually incorporated. In this study, the evangelized have chiefly a 
passive role, and are depicted as slow to understand or accept the message missionaries brought 
to them. Conversion was portrayed as a result of the Spanish missionaries’ divine calling, where 
the converted are above all the recipients of the Christian faith and little more. 
 
The same year Vargas Ugarte’s book appeared, Spanish historian Fernando de Armas Medina’s 
monumental Cristianización del Perú came out from the press in Seville.5 Although imbued of the 
mood then prevalent in Spain under Franco,6 of complete adherence to the Catholic Church and in 
praise of its civilizing role, this book has useful features. Armas’ view was far more informed, 
dynamic and analytical than other contemporary studies. Armas was not only satisfied with 
publishing his archival findings, which he meticulously cited throughout his book, but also reflected 
upon their contents making interesting connections between, for example, Spanish and papal and 
Spanish and Andean politics, something no one else was doing at the time and few attempted to 
make in the following decades. Armas presented conversion as both shifting and problematic: 
indigenous Andeans could sincerely convert to Christianity, for example as a result of an inspiring 
Jesuit mission, but return to their previous practices if no conditions for continuity existed or 
reinforcement was provided. To an extent, Armas acknowledged that converts or potential converts 
did have agency and were thus capable to produce their own doctrinal or ritual interpretations. 
Importantly, the Catholic Church is not portrayed as a monolith. This study had the potential to 
open new windows into the understanding of conversion but its most interesting contributions were 
not taken further by other authors. Clearly, the intellectual atmosphere of the 1950s was 
inauspicious. A book published in Madrid in 1960 by the Franciscan Pedro Borges,7 a study of the 
methods missionaries employed to convert the indigenous population of Spanish America, focused 
exclusively on the sixteenth century. Although arguing that psychology had a crucial role on 
conversion, Borges made no use of psychological theory. The archival work behind this study is 
impressive. The aim of covering the whole of the Spanish Indies, and numerous and complex 
actors, was an enormous task. Borges shared with Vargas Ugarte the view that as a supranational 
institution, the Catholic Church applied the same methods and policies throughout the Spanish 
American possessions without significant local constrains. The idea of a divine calling also 
permeated his understanding of the missionary endeavor, and the eminently passive role and 
backwardness of the evangelized is a clear assumption throughout the book. Borges made a 
serious attempt to organize the enormous amount of materials gathered. Each chapter 
corresponds to a classification of the wide range of methods of religious indoctrination Spanish 
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missionaries put into practice: persuasion and repression, art and preaching, political alliances and 
formal education, and so on. In this sense the study is certainly professional and academic. 
However, it is marred by its deep social conservatism, which accounts for the author’s overall 
uncritical approach to its subject.  
  
For about the following ten years no major work was produced on the subject. The view of 
conversion as a duty following a divine call, a civilizing endeavor exerted upon an indigenous mass 
that had little or no agency and not much to contribute to the church but their labour and material 
resources, prevailed. The Catholic Church was an institution whose methods and authorities were 
not to be challenged, and religion was a natural human instinct or disposition the Church had to 
steer in the right direction. 
 
 
In the early 1970s Pierre Duviols brought about a significant shift to the study of Andean religious 
change. His book furnished a fresh interpretation of Andean colonial history that run against the 
prevailing pro-Spanish approach to conquest and colonization, considering this period instead as a 
long-term, many-layered endeavor to eradicate Andean religion.8 Using a rich archive formed of the 
records produced during the so called ‘extirpation campaigns’ ran in the Lima diocese in the 
seventeenth century, Duviols aimed at studying the intellectual and political antecedents of 
religious repression and its main agents.9 Thus, Duviols looked at Spanish attitudes about non-
Christians, investigated several aspects of Spanish Catholicism like attitudes toward dissent, and 
analyzed the many documents produced by both ecclesiastical and civil authorities in Peru 
revealing their attempts to make sense of, and proceed to, undermine the religious ideas and 
practices they encountered throughout the Andes. Duviols took part of a vigorous intellectual trend 
in France that applied anthropological methods to historical records to investigate and interpret 
religions and other cultural phenomena and understand their social meaning. Duviols’ experience 
as Andean scholar was strongly influenced by his collaboration with Peruvian intellectuals 
committed to the investigation of indigenous culture and critical of the then prevailing ideas about 
Spain’s role in the Americas.10 Duviols saw conversion in the Andes as a confrontational, 
multifaceted endeavor that was met with indigenous resistance. Ultimately, the author’s 
assessment is that conversion to Christianity in the Andes was a failure, as the Spanish were 
unable to neither shatter indigenous religious practices entirely nor identify how Andean religions 
continued to survive although disguised.11  
 
The arguments Duviols advanced in his 1971 book had the potential to get scholars thinking about 
what had changed in Andean culture, and particularly religion, during the colonial period. These 
issues gained importance in the following years although there was no discussion and publications 
were sparse. The work by the late Manuel Marzal, represented an important landmark. Marzal’s 
book, La transformación religiosa peruana, has been deeply influential within and outside 
academia.12 Perhaps more than any other author, he was the most vigorous supporter of the idea 
of syncretism. He conceived religious transformation as proceeding in stages, with periods in 
which—especially during the earliest years— the Catholic church was active and even effective, to 
the point that by the late seventeenth century Catholicism had taken a firm grip. The end of 
Spanish colonial rule brought a sharp fall in the number of clergy and a regression of Catholicism 
amongst the peasant population, which continued up to the following century, Marzal suggests. 
Catholicism, as practiced by Peruvian peasants, involves an acknowledgment of a few crucial 
tenets of Christianity including the cult of the saints, and the key role of the sacraments marking 
the rites of passage, all of which exist along with the belief in the sacredness of the earth and the 
spirits residing in specific mountains. These are, in Marzal’s view, manifestations of an older 
religion that do not undermine the fact that Andean peasants are truly Christian. 
 
The idea of syncretism to conceptualize popular Christianity is still widely accepted, although it is 
problematic. That two different religions could coexist intertwined whilst surviving unchanged 
implies the proposition that one of these religions or both can live outside from, or untouched by, 
history. In Marzal’s own words, customs that did not correspond to the Christian tradition were 
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‘remains’ of a long gone past. Although Marzal thought that the doctrinal faults found in popular 
Catholicism were to a great extent due to a dearth of able pastoral agents, an assertion that leaves 
the ‘remains’ unexplained, others within and outside academia argued that resistance accounted 
for them: a sustained, long term action of the oppressed could manage to eschew the grip of 
history altogether.13 This stance has gained wide appeal because of reasons stated at the start of 
this essay: the urge to condemn Spanish colonialism, the need to seek for simple, straightforward 
answers to complex questions about the inequalities and injustices of the present. The idealized 
world preceding Spanish rule was no doubt smashed into pieces, as Nathan Wachtel argued in a 
widely acclaimed book. Through resistance, these pieces survived unchanged throughout 
centuries.14  
 
Syncretism and resistance are strongly related to each other and have important consequences on 
the understanding of conversion. The two imply actions, ideas and whole sections of the human 
experience that can break out from history. Recurrent concerns over identity in the Andes—in fact, 
the world over— look not only for what is specific or ‘unique’ in a given culture, but reveal a 
proclivity to assume that such uniqueness must also be timeless. Either through the amiable path 
of syncretism or by way of heroic resistance, the assumption that Christianity could not admit 
change, or that Andean religions existing before the arrival of the Spaniards could, through the 
determination of those who opposed colonialism, be sealed off from foreign influences, is clearly 
ahistorical. Yet, political circumstances have allowed these assumptions to subsist. Seen from this 
perspective, conversion would involve a thorough understanding and acceptance of Catholicism, 
coupled with the renunciation of all previous unfitting ideas and practices. Any evidence of the 
latter would suggest the presence of unpolluted, ahistorical ‘pagan’ remains, testimony of 
incomplete or defective conversion. 
 
Within the past fifteen to twenty years appeared critical views of, and alternatives to exit from, the 
resistance/syncretism binary. The late Henrique Urbano authored polemical pieces, pointing to the 
analytical and methodological problems involved in the lack of conceptual rigor and the withdrawal 
from historical analysis.15 His articles usually attracted interest within academia, but perhaps 
because of Urbano’s vitriolic style never elicited written replies and thus no actual debate on the 
subject ever took place. 
 
In the early 1990s Sabine MacComarck’s study explored the missionaries’ intellectual world to 
comprehend how the Spanish perceived Andean religion.16 She offered a thorough examination of 
Inca religion, placing greater attention to its ritual life. Although acclaimed in academic journals, the 
book was perhaps not that widely read. The study did not reach non-English-speaking audiences. 
MacCormack’s preoccupation with missionary methods and their philosophical background was 
better known through an article published in 1985, which discusses debates over conversion as a 
dilemma between force and persuasion. This piece is somewhat dated today, but teachers of Latin 
American history in the English-speaking world would agree that it still is quite useful in the 
classroom.17 
 
Conversion as a multiple and complex transformation 
 
Against the idea of resistance as the key to Andean cultural survival, Kenneth Mills argued that it 
was instead Andean capacity to change that allowed its endurance.18 Mills used the records 
produced during Church-led repressive campaigns in the Lima diocese during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Taking distance from then prevailing ideas that understood religion as a 
cultural system, and from syncretism, Mills offered a detailed study of several components of 
Andean religious practices coupled with an investigation into Church agents and politics. He 
argued that ecclesiastical policies towards indigenous rural population were non-linear and showed 
the many forms in which Andeans engaged in their daily life with the symbols, ideas and rituals of 
Catholicism. This book has had a great impact on the English-speaking academia, but it has not 
been translated into Spanish and has not had a similar effect among Andean scholars. In this 
study, neither religion nor the Catholic Church are seen as uniform and impenetrable. Conversion 
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occurred at the center and in the interstices of society and did not proceed regularly or predictably. 
Andean converts were ready to grasp and put into use what they saw fit to accommodate their 
spiritual and everyday needs. As this study focuses on a demarcated area, it is worth asking how 
far its evidence and conclusions can be applied to the whole Andean region. Also, is idolatry the 
only window into the history of conversion?19 
 
In a deeply researched book, Juan Carlos Estenssoro throws his net wide and approaches 
conversion as the process of incorporation of indigenous Andeans to Catholicism.20 His take on the 
subject is much more complex than the idea of ‘incorporation’ would initially evoke and certainly 
different from the 'incorporation' thought by historians in the 1950s and 1960s. Covering a period 
that includes the early years of Spanish presence up to the mid-eighteenth century, the study offers 
a thorough discussion of strategies devised for the dissemination of Christianity in the Andes, and 
examines key angles of their reception. Estenssoro argues against syncretism and all associated 
interpretations aiming at reifying religion. The author focuses on the message, its contents and 
varying forms and transformations, involving words, images and metaphors, dreams and historical 
accounts, rituals, and music. Conversion is multidimensional and, above all, a cultural 
transformation with significant political overtones, as Estenssoro finds in the policies aiming at 
incorporation a parallel process of social and political exclusion.  
 
In a colonial setting, conversion and translation are closely intertwined. Thus the question about 
how Christianity was interpreted among Andeans through words and images is the most vigorously 
pursued in recent studies on religious change. From the perspective of linguistics, Alan Durston, 
César Itier, Bruce Mannheim and Gerald Taylor have produced groundbreaking analysis of 
literature written in Quechua, in the form of sermons, oral traditions, prayers and songs, 
correspondence, and drama, revealing rich dynamics of adaptation, easier to detect from the 
missionary side.21 The pioneering work by Monica Barnes22 and Martine Azoulai23 on catechisms 
and on the sacrament of penance has been continued by the recent publication of Regina 
Harrison’s study on confession, a work with the potential to help us understand changes in the 
difficult terrain of emotions and sexuality.24 In the area of art and image production, to the early 
contributions by Teresa Gisbert and José de Mesa,25 the work by Gabriela Siracusano,26 Tom 
Cummins,27 Ramón Mujica Pinilla,28 and Maya Stanfield-Mazzi29 suggest that the production of 
images in religious conversion is perhaps the most fertile field Andean scholars can exploit. Within 
the vast and intricate area of the production of visual and spoken messages, the problem of how to 
conceptualize conversion has not yet been dealt with by most authors, especially those studying 
art. For example, the idea of syncretism is still uncritically used by some or never explicated, 
something that allows for a loose use of archival sources and a non-rigorous attention to 
chronology noticeable in a few works. Some of the most interesting contributions in the field of art 
history highlight the degree to which European images —verbal and visual—have influenced 
Andean religious art. 
 
Closely related, although from a social science viewpoint, approaches to conversion as world-
building30 search for the impact of Christianity on the social fabric. Gabriela Ramos’ study on death 
in the early colonial period argues that conversion had an all-encompassing transformative effect 
on Andean society because of the changes brought to ideas about the body and the person, on the 
use of space and on social relations and ritual.31 Studies focusing on specific aspects of conversion 
can widen our understanding of its transformative power. Recent research on confraternities, 
health, education and the use of the law and litigation can open up new windows not only into the 
religious history of the Andes but also into the shaping of society as a consequence of the insertion 




Elucidating our conceptual understanding of conversion can lead us to discover the many layers, 
directions and rhythms implied in this important historical process. The political implications of 
conversion can be better determined and oversimplifications avoided if we are prepared to deal 
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with the complexities of history. However, in the Andean region as well as in other parts of Latin 
America, historical understanding and political activism are often at odds. The persistence of 
conditions such as the spoliation of natural resources, poverty, and social and cultural 
discrimination often lead many to the conclusion that the region continues living in the same 
conditions as hundreds of years ago. Also, although much has been accomplished in the field of 
historical research over the past two decades, the viewpoints dominating in the 1950s and 60s are 
not entirely canceled, as today we witness the revival of Catholic conservatism in politics and in 
historical writing.32 This is yet another sign of the difficulties surrounding the  study of religious 
change and the comprehension of its significance.
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